Addo / Schotia Full Day Safari – +- 12 Hours
Relax and enjoy yourself by combining the morning Addo Trip with the afternoon / evening Schotia
Tooth & Claw safari to experience the best game viewing the Eastern Cape can offer.
This includes free transfers to and from both reserves, two meals and two guided game drives in an area
holding the densest populations of antelope, elephant and lion in South Africa.

ITINERARY




Pick up in Port Elizabeth from 09h00
Pick up in Addo area from 09h00
If departing from Schotia HQ please be there at 10am

First Half (09:00 - 14:00)







Transfer from pick up point to Addo Elephant National Park.
Rest room. ( curio shop at Northern entrance only)
Guided tour through Addo Elephant Park looking mainly for elephants, buffalo and other
antelope.
13:45 Lunch
The game drive through Addo Park is done in a closed vehicle as it is a government reserve and
we are not permitted to do open vehicle game drives in the park.
Your Game drive on Schotia is done in an open vehicle.

Second Half (14:45 – 21:00)








14:45 Check in at Schotia HQ Office to sign indemnity and receive Schotia Itinerary for the
afternoon. Tea/ coffee / juice and biscuits available on arrival.
15:00 Commence with guided game drive. Your ranger will look for Giraffe, Rhino, Buffalo,
Elephant, Zebra, Ostrich and numerous antelope that abound on Schotia.
17:00 There will be a short refreshment and toilet stop.
17:15 The most exciting part begins. i.e. looking for Lions !! Rangers also look for Hippo and
nocturnal animals as well as those you missed earlier on!
19:00 you will return to our Lapa to warm up around the fire.
A scrumptious buffet dinner will be served followed by dessert, tea and coffee
Guests usually depart from the Lapa at 20:00pm and enjoy another 45 minutes night viewing
back to your vehicle at the office.

